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A B S T R A C T 

We present the first observation of a solar prominence at 84 − 116 GHz using the high resolution interferometric imaging of 
ALMA. Simultaneous observations in H α from Białkaw Observatory and with SDO/AIA reveal similar prominence morphology 

to the ALMA observation. The contribution functions of 3 mm and H α emission are shown to have significant overlap across a 
range of gas pressures. We estimate the maximum millimetre-continuum optical thickness to be τ 3mm 

≈ 2, and the brightness 
temperature from the observed H α intensity. The brightness temperature measured by ALMA is ∼6000 – 7000 K in the 
prominence spine, which correlates well with the estimated brightness temperature for a kinetic temperature of 8000 K. 

Key words: Sun: filaments – prominences. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

olar prominences are one of the most striking illustrations of how
he magnetic field shapes the atmosphere of our Sun (Labrosse et al.
010 ; Schmieder, Malherbe & Wu 2013 ; Vial & Engvold 2015 ),
nd constitute the best example in the Solar system of natural
lasma confinement: the magnetic field somehow supports a cool
ense plasma ( T ∼ 10 4 K, n e ∼ 10 10 cm 

−3 ) in the hot tenuous
 T ∼ 10 6 K, n e ∼ 10 8 cm 

−3 ) corona. If the magnetic field loses
ts equilibrium configuration, the prominence may become unstable
nd erupt, throwing vast amounts of magnetized plasma into the
eliosphere. These prominence eruptions are often associated with
he most energetic events in the Solar system: flares and coronal

ass ejections. Understanding their formation, and their temporal
 volution, is rele v ant for our understanding of the interplay between
lasma and magnetic field in stellar coronae. Attempts at inferring the
emperature structure of solar prominences have been limited due to
he techniques used and available spectral windows (Parenti 2014 ).
et, the plasma kinetic temperature is a fundamental quantity to
easure to understand the life cycle of solar prominences, from their

ormation, to their evolution and their disappearance (Wedemeyer
t al. 2016 ). 

The Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA)
f fers a ne w windo w on the solar prominence plasma. The for-
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ation mechanism of the sub-mm radiation means that brightness
emperature measurements may be a good proxy for the electron
emperature (Dulk 1985 ). We carried out the first observations of a
olar prominence in 2018 April (ALMA Cycle 5). Section 2 describes
he observations and data reduction procedures for ALMA, H α, and
DO/AIA data. Section 3 presents a millimetre-continuum optical

hickness diagnostic using H α integrated intensity, the brightness
emperature results, and a discussion of the prominence morphology
rom ALMA, H α and AIA data. Section 4 presents our conclusions.

 OBSERVATI ONS  A N D  DATA  R E D U C T I O N  

he small prominence appearing abo v e the south–west solar limb
n 2018 April 19 was well observed by ALMA together with
ther ground-based and space-based observatories. Peat et al. ( 2021 )
arried out a detailed analysis of its emission in the Mg II h and
 lines observed by the IRIS spacecraft, while Barczynski et al.
 2021 ) investigated its dynamics in relation to its magnetic structure.
einzel et al. ( 2022 ) studied the effect of the filling factor on the

elation between brightness and kinetic temperatures. 
ALMA observed off the solar limb near the heliocentric coordi-

ates ( + 650 arcsec, −750 arcsec ) between 15:20 and 17:45 UTC on
018 April 19. The mode of operation planned for this observation
as a mosaic with a proposed total field of view (FOV) of 40 arcsec
y 80 arcsec. This FOV was produced by cycling through a total of
 pointings, each with a smaller FOV determined by the observing
avelength and array configuration. In this case the observing band
© The Author(s) 2022. 
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Figure 1. Synthesized ALMA interferometric images for Blocks 1 and 2 of 
the prominence on 2018 April 19. Each image is produced by averaging over 
7 scans ( ∼42 min), with the start time of each block given in the image titles. 
The colourbars show the relative brightness temperature in Kelvin. 
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as Band 3 (84–116 GHz) and the array configuration was C43-3,
he largest array configuration available for solar observations at the 
ime, giving the highest possible spatial resolution. This prominence 
as also observed two days earlier in ALMA Band 6. Here we focus
ur analysis on ALMA Band 3 data as they offer a better diagnostic
otential for solar prominences (Rodger & Labrosse 2017 ). 

.1 ALMA Band 3 

he ALMA observation was split into two main observing blocks: 
rom 15:38–16:32 (Block 1) and from 16:50–17:44 (Block 2). Within 
ach block ALMA conducted 7 scans of the total solar FOV, with
ff-target calibration occurring between each scan. The average time 
aken for each scan was ∼6 min. 

Issues with the system temperature were found in several of the 43
2m array antennas where their XX and YY polarizations were too 
arge, resulting in very large estimates for the noise in the synthesized
mages. To combat this, the problem antennas were identified, which 
ncluded 8 antennas for Block 1 and 10 for Block 2, which were
ubsequently remo v ed from the image synthesis. Whilst the reliabil- 
ty of the data is impro v ed by remo ving the antennas, the resolution
uf fers some what due to the reduction in o v erall baseline number. 

To produce an image from the imperfectly sampled visibility 
ata, we used the deconvolution algorithm of the COMMON ASTRO- 
OMICAL SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS (CASA) program tclean with 

he multiscale extension to the CLEAN algorithm (H ̈ogbom 1974 ) 
resented in Cornwell ( 2008 ). The resultant cleaned interferometric 
mages for the whole time range are shown in Fig. 1 . 

Interferometric images do not yield absolute brightness tempera- 
ures, but rather relative brightness temperature values around some 
ackground value determined by the largest spatial scales. To produce 
bsolute brightness temperature images the interferometric images 
ust be combined with single dish images to provide measurements 

f the total flux in the image (Koda et al. 2011 ). The process used here
s to combine the interferometric and the single dish measurements 
rom the Total Power (TP) array – this is called ‘feathering’. 
eathering involves combining two images together through the 
eighted sum of the Fourier transform components in the uv -plane. 
his will also provide the low spatial resolution component of the 

mage due to the limitations in the shortest possible baseline in the
nterferometer array. Across the entire observation ALMA conducted 
 total of 14 observing scans of the entire solar disc, each taking
10 min. The method for TP full-disc observations is described in 
hite et al. ( 2017 ). For each interferometric synthesized image a
orresponding TP image was chosen to feather with it to produce an
bsolute brightness temperature image. The choice of corresponding 
P image was by either having the longest period of co-temporal
bservation, or if that was not possible, the shortest difference in
ime between it and the synthesized interferometric image. 

.2 H α

he prominence was observed in the H α line using the Large Coron-
graph and the Multi-Chanel Subtractive Double Pass Spectrograph 
MSDP) located at Białko w Observ atory (Uni v ersity of Wrocła w
n Poland). The MSDP spectrograph measured the intensity at 23 
ifferent wavelengths ranging from −1.1 Å to + 1.1 Å from the line
entre. The MSDP quasi-monochromatic images used in the analysis 
ere obtained from a combination of 13 sub-images during observing 

n slow mode using a scanner. A total of 739 scans were taken between
0:02 and 15:54 UTC. In this study we use a singular scan from this
bservation to estimate the optical thickness of the Band 3 emission
hich is largely dominated by the free–free thermal continuum. This 

can was recorded between 15:35:08 and 15:35:24 UTC, roughly 
 min before the start of the first ALMA observation. The data has
een calibrated in absolute units and the scattered light was subtracted 
Radziszewski, Rudawy & Phillips 2007 ). 

.3 AIA 

n Section 3.3 , we compare the image of the prominence synthesized
ith ALMA in Band 3 across observing Block 2 to simultaneously
bserved imaging from the Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA) on 
oard the Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO) (Lemen et al. 2012 ).
s the ALMA image for Block 2 is time averaged, small scale
otions will be undetectable. To allow for direct comparison with 

his ALMA image and the prepped AIA images, the AIA images
re also averaged over the corresponding time range. In AIA bands
here the prominence signal is faint, or there was a low signal-to-
oise ratio, this time averaging produced a more distinct view of the
rominence to compare to the ALMA image. AIA data where the
ignal was strong, e.g. at 304 Å, were also averaged with respect to
ime so that any time-dependent fine structure will be unresolved in
 similar manner to the lower temporal resolution ALMA image. 

 RESULTS  A N D  ANALYSI S  

.1 H α Intensity and the Millimetre-Continuum Optical 
hickness 

he first step to estimate the optical thickness of the prominence in
LMA Band 3 is to calculate the integrated intensity across the H α

ine profile. The result is shown in Fig. 2 . 
As shown in Heinzel et al. (2015), t he optical thickness of the
m-continuum is related to the H α integrated intensity E (H α) for an

sothermal line of sight (LOS) through 

ν ≈ 4 . 55 × 10 17 g ff e 
−T 0 /T E( H α) / [ ν2 b 3 ( T )] ∝ g ff ( ν, T ) f ( T ) , (1) 

here g ff is the Gaunt factor, T the temperature, T 0 = 17534 K, ν
he frequency, b 3 ( T ) the LTE (Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium)
eparture coefficient of the third energy state of hydrogen (varying 
rom 0.75 at 6000 K to 2.97 at 10 000 K according to Jej ̌ci ̌c & Heinzel
009 ), and f ( T ) is defined by 

 ( T ) = e −T 0 /T / b 3 ( T ) . (2) 

n Heinzel et al. ( 2015 ) the authors use 3 values for the f ( T ) factor
alculated using 1D prominence models at constant temperatures of 
MNRASL 513, L30–L34 (2022) 
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Figure 2. Prominence observed in H α integrated intensity by the MSDP 
spectrograph. The cyan cross marks the centre of the prominence, where 
E (H α) ≈ 2.2 × 10 5 erg s −1 cm 

−2 sr −1 . 

Figure 3. Optical thickness and brightness temperature estimations for 
ALMA Band 3 emission as calculated using the H α integrated intensities 
from Fig. 2 and an isothermal assumption. The estimation was calculated at 
3 constant temperatures, where the values for the f -factor (equation 2 ) were 
the same as quoted in Heinzel et al. ( 2015 ). 
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Figure 4. Absolute brightness temperature images of the prominence ob- 
served with ALMA Band 3 on 2018 April 19. 
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000, 8000, and 10 000 K. In fact, the variation with temperature
f the optical thickness estimation using H α integrated intensity is
airly small for temperatures up to ∼20 000 K (Rodger 2019 ). We
se the same values for f ( T ) as quoted in Heinzel et al. ( 2015 ) and the
esulting optical thickness and brightness temperature estimations are
hown for each of 6000, 8000, and 10 000 K constant temperature
lasmas in Fig. 3 . 
NRASL 513, L30–L34 (2022) 
From Fig. 3 , it can be seen that if the observed prominence were
o have a constant temperature between 6000 and 10 000 K, the
ptical thickness of the mm-continuum should lie in the densest
arts between ≈1 and 3, with the value at the centre of the
rominence spine (cyan cross) at ≈2, and going below 1 at the
dges. An optical thickness of 2 in Band 3 has been shown to be
oo low to make a direct electron temperature diagnostic from the

m-continuum brightness temperature for isothermal prominence
odels (Rodger & Labrosse 2017 ). 
If the temperature of the plasma is higher than the 10 000 K

onsidered here, which is perhaps unlikely due to the observed
 α intensities, the optical thickness of the mm-continuum could be
igher due to an increased magnitude of the f factor. Our calculations
see next section) sho w that, e ven for the unlikely case where the
rominence plasma is up to 20 000 K in temperature, the optical
hickness of the mm-continuum would not exceed ≈4 – 5. 

.2 Time Averaged ALMA Images 

ig. 3 suggests that the brightness temperature appears to be
niformly distributed across the width of the prominence spine. The
rominence models of Rodger & Labrosse ( 2017 ) indicate that the
m-continuum emission peaks in lines of sight passing through

ptically thick material from the prominence-to-corona transition
egion (PCTR). This suggests that the PCTR is either optically thin
n this observation or that the PCTR is not resolved, or both. The
esolution of the ALMA maps is defined by the semi-major and
emi-minor axes of the synthesized beam, which is 1.98 arcsec x
.52 arcsec for Block 1 and 2.17 arcsec x 1.56 arcsec for Block 2.
he visibility of fine structures is also affected by the long time

ange used in the production of this image as well as the frequency
andwidth, as emission at different frequencies will be produced
rom different layers in the fine structures. 

Our estimated maximum optical thickness of the prominence spine
t 3 mm ( ∼2) is consistent with the hypothesis that LOSs going
hrough the sparser PCTR material are optically thin in this observa-
ion. As an optical thickness of 2 is below that which is required for a
irect measurement of the local electron temperature of the emitting
lasma, an absolute brightness temperature measurement presents a
ower boundary to the electron temperature measurement. 

Fig. 4 shows maps of absolute brightness temperature from
he feathered ALMA data. The brightness temperatures for the
rominence spine are between 6000 and 7000 K. Further from
he limb there is some brightness temperature enhancement in the
ackground corona. These are likely to be caused by imaging artifacts
aused by the step-function-like brightness temperature variation of
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Figure 5. Observed brightness temperature from ALMA (15:38) versus that 
modelled from H α MSDP data (15:35) in the prominence. The modelled 
brightness temperatures are estimated for three plasma temperatures (6, 8, 
and 10 kK) as in Fig. 3 . The dotted line shows when the observed and 
estimated brightness temperatures are equal. 

Figure 6. Contour maps for contribution functions for H α compared to 
the continuum at 3 mm, for multi-thermal prominence models at different 
pressures. The LOS is directed such that the observer is to the left of each 
cylinder. The blue contours show H α while the black contours describe the 
mm-continuum. The contour levels from light to dark correspond to 20, 40, 
60, 80, 100 per cent of the maximum of the contribution function in the model 
prominence. 
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Figure 7. Co-aligned time-averaged images of the 2018 April 19 prominence 
observed with ALMA and AIA during the second ALMA observing block. 
The ALMA image is displayed as the white contours o v erlaid on the AIA 

images. The contours show the bright parts of the synthesized image with 
relative brightness temperatures of 1000, 2000, and 3000 K. 
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he solar limb and the finite sampling of the u-v plane. Artifacts
ike these have been previously observed in other off-limb ALMA 

bservations (Shimojo et al. 2017 ; Yok o yama et al. 2018 ). 
We coaligned the MSDP and ALMA observations closest in time 

o study the relation between the observed (Fig. 4 ) and estimated
Fig. 3 , right panels) brightness temperatures. Fig. 5 shows a very
ood correlation between the two for a kinetic temperature of T =
000 K. The scatter in the plots could be explained by a non-uniform
lasma temperature throughout the prominence (e.g. Rodger & 

abrosse 2017 ) and/or by a filling factor less than 1 (Irimajiri et al.
995 ; Heinzel et al. 2022 ). 
Through comparison between the Band 3 interferometric image 

Fig. 1 ) and the H α integrated intensity image (Fig. 2 ) it is clear that
he prominence has a very similar morphology in both observations. 
he prominence spine is clearly visible, with what looks to be some
arb-like structures at the sides, although the ALMA FOV only 
atches the southward side of the full prominence observed in H α.
his similarity suggests that the emission in ALMA Band 3 is formed
ither by the same cool, dense material which forms the H α emission;
r in a closely fitting hot plasma sheath around the cool, dense core;
r it is formed by the contribution of multiple, unresolved hot and
ool fine-structures. 

To address this question we computed the contribution functions at 
 mm and in H α using the 2D non-LTE c ylindrical radiativ e transfer
odels used in Rodger & Labrosse ( 2017 ). In Fig. 6 , we see a
ross-section of a horizontal cylinder (radius 1000 km) located abo v e
he solar disc and observed from the left-hand side. Optically thick
mission will be seen on the left-most parts of the cylinder cross-
ection (right-hand panel, higher pressure). An enhanced contribu- 
ion function at the bottom of the cross-section (left-hand panel, lower 
ressure) reveals the important role played by the incident radiation 
oming from the solar disc underneath. Fig. 6 shows that the contri-
ution functions at 3 mm and in H α have clear and consistent o v erlap
cross a wide range of prominence pressures. The larger width of
he mm-continuum contribution function compared to that of H α

uggests a contribution from hotter plasma at the base of the PCTR. 

.3 ALMA–AIA 

e compare the morphology of the prominence in the mm- 
ontinuum to the various AIA bands which are each produced at
ifferent temperatures. For this analysis we use time-averaged AIA 

mages for each band, as the 3 mm images in Fig. 1 were produced
cross the whole time range of both observations. The image chosen
o co-align with AIA corresponds to ALMA Block 2 data. To co-align
he images from the two instruments the FOV of the data sets were
et to be equal. An example of the co-aligned images can be seen in
ig. 7 , where the ALMA observation is displayed as a contour map
n top of the various time-averaged AIA band images. 
Fig. 7 shows that the contours of the Band 3 prominence spine

ollow clearly the dark structures observed in AIA 171, 193, and
11 Å. This finding agrees well with previous knowledge of the
ptical thicknesses of ALMA Band 3 and in the Lyman continuum
t 195 Å. The optical thickness of Band 3 emission is similar to that
f the H α at line centre, and it has been previously shown by Heinzel
t al. ( 2008 ) that the opacity of the Lyman continuum at 195 Å is
omparable to that of the line centre of H α. The bright prominence
tructure in 304 Å is ho we ver significantly wider than that observed
MNRASL 513, L30–L34 (2022) 
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n either the Band 3 or H α images. This is not surprising as most of
he emission at 304 Å is expected to be formed under optically thick
onditions in prominences, thus allowing fine-structures away from
he main body of the prominence to be more easily observed. The
4 Å, 131 Å, 335 Å, 1600 Å, and 1700 Å data show similar results to
71, 193, and 211 Å, ho we ver the prominence signal is significantly
ainter in these channels. Emission at 1600 and 1700 Å abo v e the
imb should be formed by cool lines (10 4 – 10 5 K), since the metallic
ontinua from the photosphere cannot contribute here (Sim ̃ oes et al.
019 ). The dark structures observed in AIA 193 and 211 Å follow
he bright Band 3 prominence closer than the other AIA bands. 

 DISCUSSION  A N D  C O N C L U S I O N S  

his paper presents the first high resolution ALMA interferometric
bservation of a solar prominence. Comparison between the ALMA
and 3 and H α images reveals that both forms of emission present

imilar morphologies, with both showing a clear prominence spine
nd barb-like structures. This suggests that the mm-continuum at
and 3 must be formed from the same cold, dense plasma which

s known to emit in H α, or from hotter material contained within
 similarly shaped structure. This could either be explained by a
tructure with a cool, dense core surrounded by a tight hot plasma
heath; or a structure consisting of multiple unresolved cold and hot
lasma fine structures (Peat et al. 2021 ). This is consistent with the
ontribution function maps computed for H α and 3 mm, where both
ypes of emission have largely overlapping formation regions. 

The H α integrated intensities are used to estimate the mm-
ontinuum optical thickness. We find that the maximum Band 3
ptical thickness is ≈2, which is too low for the brightness temper-
ture to be used as a direct proxy for the electron temperature on its
wn. This optical thickness is in good agreement with what would
e expected from the models of Rodger & Labrosse ( 2017 ). Fully
ptically thick prominences would be expected to show brightness
emperature enhancement through predominantly PCTR material.
s no such brightening is observed the prominence must either be
ptically thin for Band 3 in these LOSs crossing high temperature
aterial, and/or this material is unresolved. The latter is supported by

bservations and simulations of coronal rain (composed of similar
tructures) estimating the widths of their 10 4 – 10 5 K transition
egions to be on the order of 0.1 arcsec – 0.3 arcsec (Antolin et al.
015 ). The brightness temperature in ALMA Band 3 (100 GHz) lies
ithin ≈6000 – 7000 K. Our measured and estimated brightness

emperatures correlate well for a kinetic temperature of T = 8000 K.
he range of measured brightness temperatures is in agreement
ith previous prominence modelling (e.g. Heinzel et al. 2015 ;
odger & Labrosse 2017 ). These results are also consistent with
arlier observations by e.g. Harrison et al. ( 1993 ), Bastian, Ewell &
irin ( 1993 ) at similar wavelengths. 
The Band 3 prominence observation was also compared to co-

ligned images from each of the nine AIA bands. The AIA bands
hich appear to be most highly correlated with the mm-continuum

mission are the 193 and 211 Å bands, where the bright ALMA
rominence spine appears as clear dark structures against the bright
urrounding corona. The 304 Å prominence is also clearly visible,
o we v er, the e xtent of this structure is considerably larger than in the
orresponding mm-continuum image. This indicates that there is a
ignificant amount of unresolved material which is optically thin in
he mm-continuum beyond the core of the prominence spine/barbs
bserved in the ALMA Band 3 image. 
Future observations of prominences with ALMA will be im-

ro v ed when Bands 1 and 2 are available for solar observations.
he prominence plasma is optically thicker at these wavelengths,
NRASL 513, L30–L34 (2022) 
llowing more regions to be probed. Knowledge of the temperature
tructure at different layers within the prominence will help impro v e
nderstanding into the prominence energy balance and how they are
ustained within the solar corona. 
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